ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
It is widely recognized that wireless digital communications systems do not exploit the entire available frequency band. Future wireless generations' systems will therefore have to take advantage of the existence of such unoccupied frequency bands, thanks to their ability to listen and adapt to their environment [1] . The recent rapid evolution of wireless leads a strong demand in terms of spectrum resources. To overcome this problem it must be a good spectrum management and therefore a more efficient use of it [2] [3] [4] . The recent researches show that, 80% to 85% of the total spectrum is unused, while only 15% to 20% of the spectrum is used for the maximum period of time [5] [6] .
Cognitive radio has emerged as a key technology, which allows opportunistic spectrum access and respond directly to the needs related to the management of the environment of the radio terminal [7] [8] . Cognitive radio (CR) is basically software-defined radio SDR with artificial intelligence, able to sense and react to their changing environment [9] [10] [11] . In 1998, at the royal Institute of technology KTH, Joseph Mitola III exhibited his work on a radio that is aware of the electromagnetic environment, which is able to change the behavior of its physical layer and which can adopt complex strategies. Cognitive radio (CR) is the name of this new approach to communication in wireless networks [12] .
The paper is organized as follows: In the second section of this work we will present the basic concepts of cognitive radio, as well as its main features. In the third section we will introduce a so important topic in the radio cognitive RC system which is the technique for the detection of 'available' spectrum band that is the energy detection technique based on spectral power estimation.
In the fourth section, we will discuss two main statistical tests, upon which is based the energy detection technique, that are the Bayesian test and the Neyman-Pearson test. The latter one is based on the calculation of the probability of false alarm P F and the probability of detection P D . In the fifth and last section we will introduce the technique of detection of energy in the context of a cognitive radio scenario, articulated on the QPSK modulation, and a procedure that allows inserting the secondary user in the unoccupied band.
OVERVIEW ON COGNITIVE RADIO

Architecture of Cognitive Radio Networks
A detailed description of the architecture of the cognitive radio networks is vital to develop effective communication protocols. The elements that compose the CRN cognitive radio networks are represented in figure 1 [13] .The architecture of the cognitive radio systems is articulated upon two distinct networks: primary and secondary [14] . The primary network is licensed to use certain spectral bands. The primary network acquired that right through the purchase of licenses from government agencies, e.g. cellular networks, the broadcast TV networks, etc. The secondary network (known as cognitive radio, dynamic access networks, or unlicensed network) is a network that has no license to operate on the spectral band. However, thanks to the additional features they have, these users can share the spectral bandwidth with the primary users provided they do not harm their transmissions or take advantage of their absence to transmit.
Functions of Cognitive Radio
The main functions of cognitive radios are:
Spectrum sensing:
It is a fundamental function allowing the cognitive radio users to detect the spectrum used by primary systems and improve the efficiency of the total spectrum [5] . 
Spectrum management:
The unused spectral bands have different characteristics from the others. All of this information changes over time given the dynamic nature of the r
Spectrum mobility:
The definition of mobility of the spectrum is to maintain the requirement of communication seamless during the transition to a better spectrum. Figure 2 represents the details of the classification of the spectrum sensing techniques. 
THE SPECTRUM SENSING
Mathematical Basis
When information about the presence of the Gaussian noise is available, the energy detection approach is a suitable technique for spectrum sensing. Receivers do not need an exhaustive knowledge of primary users. The energy detection (ED) simply deals with noise and decides the presence or absence of the primary signal based on the energy of the observed signal [5] . This technique measures the received energy of primary user. If the energy is less than a certain threshold value then it detection technique methodology block diagram [16] . The band pass filter BPF selects the center frequency and the bandwidth of interest. The filter is followed by a squared rising to measure the he unused spectral bands have different characteristics from the others. All of this information changes over time given the dynamic nature of the radio environment.
he definition of mobility of the spectrum is to maintain the requirement of communication seamless during the transition to a better spectrum.
ENSING BASED ENERGY DETECTION
represents the details of the classification of the spectrum sensing techniques.
Classification of the spectrum sensing techniques [15] When information about the presence of the Gaussian noise is available, the energy detection approach is a suitable technique for spectrum sensing. Receivers do not need an exhaustive knowledge of primary users. The energy detection (ED) simply deals with the primary signal as noise and decides the presence or absence of the primary signal based on the energy of the observed signal [5] . This technique measures the received energy of primary user. If the energy is less than a certain threshold value then it decides as free band. Figure 3 illustrates the energy detection technique methodology block diagram [16] . The band pass filter BPF selects the center frequency and the bandwidth of interest. The filter is followed by a squared rising to measure the When information about the presence of the Gaussian noise is available, the energy detection approach is a suitable technique for spectrum sensing. Receivers do not need an exhaustive the primary signal as noise and decides the presence or absence of the primary signal based on the energy of the observed signal [5] . This technique measures the received energy of primary user. If the energy is decides as free band. Figure 3 illustrates the energy detection technique methodology block diagram [16] . The band pass filter BPF selects the center frequency and the bandwidth of interest. The filter is followed by a squared rising to measure the energy of the received signal. Subsequently, it is the integration phase. Finally the integrator output is compared with a threshold to decide if the primary user is present or not. The sample of the signal received by the secondary user can be represented by [5
where s(n) is the signal to be detected, w(n) is the added white the index of sample. H 0 is the hypothesis that the primary user is absent and H hypothesis that the primary user is present. Metric decision for the detection of energy may be written by [5] [6] :
where N is the dimension of the observation vector. The decision on the occupation of a band can be obtained by comparing the T metric decision against a threshold
The performance of the detection algorithm can be summarized by two probabilities: the detection probability P D and false alarm probability P P D P F is the probability that the test decides incorrectly that the reporting frequency is occupied when actually is not, and it can be written by:
The Calculation of the Threshold
Let us assume the model of the received signal given by equation (1); where s (n) is with zero mean value and a variance of ߪ n = 1, 2, 3... N is the observation sample.
Let us suppose: cov (w i , w j )= 0 so :
of the received signal. Subsequently, it is the integration phase. Finally the integrator output is compared with a threshold to decide if the primary user is present or not.
Energy detection technique methodology block diagram [16] .
The sample of the signal received by the secondary user can be represented by [5] [6] :
where s(n) is the signal to be detected, w(n) is the added white Gaussian noise (AWGN), and n is is the hypothesis that the primary user is absent and H 1 represents the hypothesis that the primary user is present. Metric decision for the detection of energy may be
where N is the dimension of the observation vector. The decision on the occupation of a band can be obtained by comparing the T metric decision against a threshold λ.
The performance of the detection algorithm can be summarized by two probabilities: the and false alarm probability P F . It can be formulated as [2] :
is the probability that the test decides incorrectly that the reporting frequency is occupied when actually is not, and it can be written by:
Let us assume the model of the received signal given by equation (1); where s (n) is with zero ߪ ௦ ଶ , w (n) is with zero mean value and a variance of n = 1, 2, 3... N is the observation sample.
of the received signal. Subsequently, it is the integration phase. Finally the integrator 6]:
Gaussian noise (AWGN), and n is represents the hypothesis that the primary user is present. Metric decision for the detection of energy may be where N is the dimension of the observation vector. The decision on the occupation of a band can
The performance of the detection algorithm can be summarized by two probabilities: the is the probability that the test decides incorrectly that the reporting frequency is occupied when Let us assume the model of the received signal given by equation (1); where s (n) is with zero , w (n) is with zero mean value and a variance of ߪ ௪ ଶ , and 
where Гሺܽሻ ൌ ‫‬ ‫ݐ‬ ିଵ ݁ ି௧ ‫ݐ݀‬ ାஶ is the gamma function.
Similarly for P D :
where
follows a noncentral chi-squared distribution with N degrees of freedom. Also, the distribution probability is given by:
We will define the incomplete gamma used by Matlab function:
This allowed derive, analytically, the minimum number of samples that are required to complete a prescribed performance (P F , P d ) for a given SNR, the expression of N is given as follows [18] :
for sufficiently large number N [17] .
Power Spectral Estimation
The energy detection is the common used tool for spectrum sensing due its low computational cost and implementation complexity. It is designed to decide the presence or the absence of UP without a priori knowledge of statistical characteristics of the primary signal [19] .
There exist two domains for implementing the energy detection technique, in time as well as frequency domain by the use of the Fast Fourier transform (FFT).
If the Fourier transform X (f) of x(t) signal exists then according to the theorem of Perceval:
Signal energy is conserved in both time and frequency domains however the representation in the frequency domain is more flexible [20] .
The Periodogram:
It is the simplest non-parametric method of power spectral estimation. The spectral power density (PSD) of length L of the signal ‫ݔ‬ ሺ݊ሻ is defined by [21] [22] :
The average Periodogram (Welch):
The main problem with the Periodogram is high variance (inconsistency). A simple solution for this is to apply the average of a set of estimates (assumed to be independent). The signal of length N is divided into k segments overlapped with length L, and then each segment periodogram is calculated; the average Periodogram I estimated as follows [8] : 2) The primary signal generation: entering the F i frequency and make the summation of primary signals by adding white Gaussian noise of diverse SNR values;
3) Calculation of the threshold according to the equations (2) and (10) 
Simulation and Result
We generate at maximum 6 sinusoidal signals with frequencies 1 kHz, 2 kHz, 3 kHz, 4 kHz, 5 kHz, and 6 KHz. The sampling frequency is F s = 14KHz. In this work we have taken the respective values of P D and P F equal to 0.95 and 0.05. The following table 1 shows the results obtained for different values of SNR and durations of observation.
The Periodogram method can be a useful tool for spectral estimation in case of high SNR more specifically where there data is longer; where it arises the importance of the observation period. Table 2 below shows the results of the study of the detection performance depending on the duration of observation (Figure 4 ). The previous synthesis shows that the detection performance depend not only on the probability of false alarm and detection, but it also depends on the optimal duration of observation T opt . We note that the time required for a low SNR is wider than that for a high SNR. Thus, we can confirm that the required observation period is inversely proportional to the level of the SNR.
COGNITIVE RADIO BASED ON THE DETECTION OF ENERGY
After the implementation of the algorithm of the identification of the free spectral bands, for a given scenario, based energy detection technique; we proceed, in the present phase, to the context of cognitive radio. In other words, we simulate a transmission chain of an alphanumeric message via a noisy Gaussian channel by identifying free spectral bands to be allocated by secondary users (cognitive radio).
Description of the Algorithm
In our example, we generate an alphanumeric message converted to 8 bit ASCII encoding. Next initialization phase comprises the duration of the signal T, carrier frequencies, the value of P D and P F and the secondary signal. The used modulation is BPSK (Binary Phase Shift Keing).
The modulated primary signal is transmitted through an AWGN channel. Primary signals are determined by the technique of the ED and as the detector output is above the threshold then it says that the UP is present and vice versa. The insertion of secondary user is introduced in the band where the primary user is absent. Figure 5 illustrates the methodology for implementing the detection technique in the context of cognitive radio. 
Results and discussions
In our example, we generate a randomly alphanumeric will be ASCII-encoded 8-bit. Considering 3 BPSK modulated primary signals with carrier frequencies of 2.5 KHz, 6.5 KHz and 10.5 KHz. The sampling frequency is F duration of signal is t = 0.08ms. Assu frequencies are present and the primary user with a frequency of 6.5KHz is absent. The signal is transmitted through an AWGN channel.
Calculation of the threshold:
The threshold is calculated based observed samples N is calculated from (5). We choose P duration of signal is t = 0.08ms. The cognitive radio system looks permanently for the hole of the spectrum where the primary user is detection. When it finds the hole of the spectrum, immediately it attributes it to the secondary user (US). Figure 6 shows the occupation of the unused bandwidth by secondary user. Figure. 6 Allocation of secondary user in the free band Figure 7 shows the estimation of the spectral power density by the technique of Periodogram for an SNR = -30dB. Unfortunately, for this very low level SNR, the algorithm of the identify the free spectral bands due the high number of representative noise within the informative signal peaks.
Computer Science & Information Technology (CS & IT)
In our example, we generate a randomly alphanumeric message of 19 characters; this message bit. Considering 3 BPSK modulated primary signals with carrier frequencies of 2.5 KHz, 6.5 KHz and 10.5 KHz. The sampling frequency is F s = 24 kHz and the duration of signal is t = 0.08ms. Assuming that there are two primary users 2.5 KHz and 10.5KHz frequencies are present and the primary user with a frequency of 6.5KHz is absent. The signal is transmitted through an AWGN channel.
The threshold is calculated based on equation (2) . The number of observed samples N is calculated from (5). We choose P D = 0.95, P F = 0.05, SNR = duration of signal is t = 0.08ms. The cognitive radio system looks permanently for the hole of the spectrum where the primary user is absent which is determined by the method of energy detection. When it finds the hole of the spectrum, immediately it attributes it to the secondary user (US). Figure 6 shows the occupation of the unused bandwidth by secondary user. = 24 kHz and the ming that there are two primary users 2.5 KHz and 10.5KHz frequencies are present and the primary user with a frequency of 6.5KHz is absent. The signal is on equation (2) . The number of = 0.05, SNR = -2DB and duration of signal is t = 0.08ms. The cognitive radio system looks permanently for the hole of the absent which is determined by the method of energy detection. When it finds the hole of the spectrum, immediately it attributes it to the secondary user (US). Figure 6 shows the occupation of the unused bandwidth by secondary user. Figure 7 shows the estimation of the spectral power density by the technique of Periodogram for 30dB. Unfortunately, for this very low level SNR, the algorithm of the ED fails to identify the free spectral bands due the high number of representative noise within the 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the technique of detection of energy has been introduced in the context of cognitive radio. The realized algorithm is based on the Neyman we have implemented an energy detection algorithm. In our example it was shown that the detection of energy performance also depends on the optimal observation duration, and the method chosen for the estimation of the power spectral density (PSD). An example of telecommunications systems that provides a scenario for the RC system was exposed, and was given a developed procedure that allows to insert the secondary user in the unoccupied band of opportunistically in a dynamic way allowing better allocation of available frequency resources. The signal to emit, is modulated in BPSK is transmitted presence / absence of primary user is determined by the technique of energy detection (ED), when the primary user is absent, the band is assigned to the secondary user.
